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#OwnVoices. As in written in our own
voices , as in we claim ownership of our
voices. It's a hashtag started by young
adult literature author and disabilities
advocate Corinne Duyvis, and it's
actually pretty simple. #OwnVoices
advocates for books written about
diverse voices, written by those diverse
voices.

WHAT IT IS &
WHY IT MATTERS

#NotYourPrincess: Voices of Native
American Women , edited by Lisa
Charleyboy & Mary Beth Leatherdale

Yaqui Delgado Wants to Kick Your
Ass , Meg Medina

Darius the Great is Not Okay ,
Adib Khorram

These authors really know their
characters because they have a lifetime
of knowledge about key elements of
these characters' lives. They understand
their characters' positioning within their
communities, their struggles and joys
and challenges, in ways someone who
has not lived those experiences can
never fully understand.

"shorthand for books with
diverse characters that

are written by people who
share those identities"

Not Otherwise Specified ,

Patron Saints of Nothing ,
Randy Ribay

El Deafo , Cece Bell

Hannah Moskowitz

#OWNVOICES BOOKS TO CHECK OUT

WHAT MAKES #OWNVOICES BOOKS SO POWERFUL?

—KAYLA WHALEY in "Why We Need Diverse
Authors in Children’s Literature"

HASHTAG WHAT NOW?

+queer latinA protagonist
+Queer LatinA author

+disabled Male
protagonist

+disabled Male author

+Trans woman
protagonist

+Trans Woman author

FOR EXAMPLE:

+Black mixed race
protagonist

+Black mixed race Male
author

accurate & Compelling stories

Shares stories that expand people's
understanding of their positioning in the
world. Helps work against prejudice.
Helps expand ideas of possibility for
personhood and community.

opportunities for deep listening

affirms people's experiences

Helps people with shared identities as the
author be seen, be heard, and hear
someone's language for their similar
experiences. Allows people with shared
identities as the author understand
themselves as part of a community, not
a person living with this identity in
isolation.

more stories means more joy

More stories, more stories from more
authors, more stories born from more
shapes of experience bring us more
forms of joy, more authors who "get us,"
more words for what we couldn't
describe before, more sense of humanity. 
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